THE ECOLOGY AND GENETICS OF FITNESS IN CHLAMYDOMONAS III. GENOTYPE-BY-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION WITHIN STRAINS.
The fitness of genotypes created by crossing strains of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was measured in axenic pure culture in a set of chemically defined environments. There was substantial and highly significant genotype-by-environment interaction, with genetic correlations between environments averaging only about +0.1 for both r and K. Higher-order interactions with combinations of environmental factors appeared to be no less important than simple interactions with single factors. The importance of genotype-by-environment interaction increased with the number of environmental factors manipulated. The linear reaction norms of genotypic score on environmental mean score varied substantially among genotypes and often intersected. There was also some evidence that nonallelic genetic interactions were present, and varied among environments. The genetic correlation of r with K also varied among environments, being significantly negative in some but not in others. These results are similar in all important respects to those previously obtained with different species, and suggest that genotype-by-environment interaction is important at all genetic scales. It is argued that they provide empirical support for a general theory of diversity, the "Tangled Bank," based on the different response of genotypes to the range of conditions found in heterogeneous natural environments.